








Test requirement Test property Test result

13. check the ID marking and date dial on the plastic components

9. the componetns used in production must be same as the stated in the component list 

10. for wooden star base - the color must keep consistent and no crack on the wooden legs  

the squeeze among the components in the carton box

7. leather/PVC/PU -  make sure the colors match with the approved samples

12. whether caster can be inserted into the star base properly(too loose will be rejected) 

8. check if any componetns are missed in the carton box

11. check the quality of carton box whether is strong enough

3. star base - Static loading test on the center of the base : 1120kgs for 2 minutes

4. loading test on the chair - 100kgs on the seat for at least 1 hour

5. for the chair backrest fixed by plastic bracket and metal support - the plastic bracket must

be strong enough so that no broken occur on the bracket when pressing the top of the backrest. 

It's better to ask factory to provide the electric screw driver to assemble it, which will help find whether 

the bracket is strong enough

6. star base cover(if it is avaliable for the chair) - check if the cover is soft so that it can endure the 

1. check the function of gas lift(whether the gas lift can be lifted up and down smoothly and  whether   

 the base plate can detach the gas lift esily)

2. arm -  whether the arm can pass the following test

office chair inspection check points
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Black Gas Lift  Chair
617/1799

Width-42cm
Depth-48cm
Height-77  -89cm

05/03/14

Assembly Instructions - Please keep for future reference 



Safety during use

.Do not stand on chair.Do not
use this chair as a step ladder.

At least every 4 months, check all
bolts, screws and knobs, to be sure
they are tight.

Use this product only for seating 
one person at a time

If parts are missing, broken, 
damaged or worn, stop using this
product until repairs are made. 
Use only factory authorised parts.

Do not use this chair unless all
bolts, screws and knobs are firmly
secured.

Failure to follow these warnings
could result in serious injury.
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parts

Backrest
(385x210x45mm)

Plastic cap
(135x45mm)

Metal bracket
(130x30mm)

Backrest stem
(520x65mm)

Gas lift
(Ф50x210mm)

Components - Parts

10 Normal castor x3
(Ф50mm)

9   Star base 
(R270mm)

11 Brake castor x2
(Ф50mm)

Telescoping cover
(Ф75x320mm)

Mechanism
(185x135mm)

Seat 
(420x385x45mm)



M6x18mm bolt x2 M6x14mm bolt x4

Components - Fittings

5mm
 

Allen key x1



a:

b:

Attaching castors
a:Insert castors     and
      into  star base      ,

b:Turn star base      over        
and place it on the floor. 
Insert gas lift       into the          
center hole of star base
      ;   Place telescoping
cover        over the 
gas lift       .
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Step 2
Attaching back rest
Attach the backrest stem 

         to the back rest 4 1
with metal bracket 3
and plastic cap      by
using bolts

2

Making sure they are
in alternate positions
on the base.



Attaching mechanism

Assembling the seat
cushion

Step 4
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a:Loosen the knob
and washers       and
      from the backrest
stem      .

b: Attach the backrest 
stem to the  mechanism

with knob       ,
       and       . 
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Attach the mechanism
     to the seat      by 
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a:

b:washers

bolts     .



Assembling unit
Place the seat unit onto   
the top of gas lift      .

Assembly is complete.
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If you need help or have damaged or missing parts, call the Customer Helpline: 0845 640 0800 


